The couplings between all amide fundamentals and their overtones and combination vibrational states are calculated. Combined with the level energies reported previously (Hayashi, T.; Zhuang, W.; Mukamel, S. J. Phys. Chem. A 2005, 109, 9747), we obtain a complete effective vibrational Hamiltonian for the entire amide system. Couplings between neighboring peptide units are obtained using the anharmonic vibrational Hamiltonian of glycine dipeptide (GLDP) at the BPW91/6-31G(d,p) level. Electrostatic couplings between non-neighboring units are calculated by the fourth rank transition multipole coupling (TMC) expansion, including 1/R 3 (dipoledipole), 1/R 4 (quadrupole-dipole), and 1/R 5 (quadrupole-quadrupole and octapole-dipole) interactions. Exciton delocalization length and its variation with frequency in the various amide bands are calculated. The simulated infrared amide I and II absorptions and CD spectra of 24 residue R-helical motifs (SPE 3 ) are in good agreement with experiment.
I. Introduction
The amide I, II, III, and A vibrational modes of proteins have distinct infrared absorption band shapes. 1, 2 Their sensitivity to hydrogen bonding, dipole-dipole interactions, and peptide backbone geometry provides useful indicators of secondary structural changes. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] The amide I and A modes originate from the stretching motion of the CdO and N-H bond, respectively, whereas the amide II and III are attributed to bending motion of the N-H coupled to C-N stretching. The vibrational circular dichroism (VCD) of the amide I, II, and III has been extensively applied to protein structure determination, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] and normal-mode analysis of ab initio calculations has been performed. 13, 14 However, most simulation effort has focused on the amide I vibrations [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] which are highly localized (mostly CdO stretch) and the easiest to model. Coherent ultrafast vibrational spectroscopy is a powerful new technique for probing molecular structure and dynamics in the condensed phase. [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] The cross peak of the amide A and I stretch vibrations of a model system of an amide bond has been observed. 27, 28 That cross peak region is particularly interesting because the amide A vibration is not resolved in the linear infrared spectra due to the broad absorption of water; nonlinear infrared spectra thus provide the only window into this vibration. Simulating such cross peaks requires the modeling of the couplings among the various amide modes.
The key ingredients of the required force field are frequencies of the local amide states and their couplings between neighboring and non-neighboring amide units. Computing vibrational CD and nonlinear chiral tensor components also requires the transition magnetic dipole moments between local amide states. These can be obtained by atomic axial tensor and normal-mode calculations of the chiral unit peptide for different Ramachandran angles.
We developed an electrostatic DFT map (EDM) 29, 30 of the fundamental, diagonal and off-diagonal anharmonicity frequency fluctuations of all amide states in NMA. The map provides a first principle effective vibrational Hamiltonian, which includes the fundamental, overtone, combination frequencies, and transition moments. It further includes fourth-order derivatives of the electrostatic potential responsible for frequency and transition dipole fluctuations and line broadening. This Hamiltonian is in good agreement with the recent experiment of the amide I and II cross peak. 31 In this Article, we provide the other necessary ingredient of the effective Hamiltonian for larger peptides, the intermode couplings. Torii and Tasumi had constructed a map of amide I couplings between neighboring amide units starting with ab initio calculations of a glycine dipeptide (GLDP) for various Ramachandran angles (ψ and φ) at the Hartree-Fock level. 15 The couplings of the amide I fundamental between nonneighboring amide units were simulated using the transition dipole coupling mechanism (TDC). This TDC approach was recently extended to include the interaction of vibration-induced partial charges 17 determined by normal-mode analysis of NMA. Contributions of the side chains to the amide I frequencies of -hairpins were also investigated. 18, 19 Hydrogen-bonding interaction with the surrounding water was found to affect the amide I local-mode frequencies. These studies assumed bilinear couplings of the local amide modes (LAMs). Contributions of inter-amide couplings to the diagonal and off-diagonal anharmonicity of the amide modes were neglected.
We shall use a sixth-order expansion in local anharmonicities within the same unit. Coupling between neighboring units is taken to be quartic, and that between non-neighboring unit is assumed quadratic in the LAM. We then expand the potential in a basis of local amide states (LAS) consisting of the localized amide I, II, III, and A fundamental states and their overtone and combination states. The coupling matrix elements are calculated between all amide fundamentals, overtones, and combinations localized in different amide units. Couplings between neighboring amide units are modeled using a map constructed from the anharmonic vibrational Hamiltonian of glycine dipeptide (GLDP) at the DFT level. Non-neighboring couplings are simulated by the transition multipole coupling expansion (TMC) of the LAS. We have expanded the transition charge density couplings (TCDC) to fourth rank in multipoles which include R -3 (dipole-dipole), R -4 (dipole-quadrupole), and R -5 (quadrupole-quadrupole and dipole-octapole) interactions. The higher order multipoles are required for a smaller R. Couplings of the overtones and combinations are calculated. Earlier studies considered only the couplings between the fundamental states. 15, 17 The anharmonic amide vibrational Hamiltonian of a protein including the local Hamiltonian, vibrational coupling of neighboring amide units, and electrostatic vibrational couplings of non-neighboring units is given in section II. The Hamiltonian is recast in the local eigenstate basis in section III. The linear infrared and vibrational CD spectra are calculated in section IV. Our results are discussed in section V.
II. The Anharmonic Vibrational Hamiltonian in Coordinate Space
The vibrational Hamiltonian of a peptide expanded in local amide modes (LAM) is partitioned as where Ĥ local is the local Hamiltonian for each amide bond, Ĥ I (Ĥ II ) represent the couplings between the neighboring (nonneighboring) amide bonds, and Ĥ int is the coupling with the radiation field. The local Hamiltonian is where m and n label the amide bond site, and q mi , q mj , ... are the five LAMs (amide III, II, I, and A modes and one mode related to N-H bending and C-N stretch at site m 30 ). This Hamiltonian is expanded to sixth order in local amide modes. The coefficients f (n) depend on an external electric field and its derivatives C ≡ (E x ,E y ,E z ,E xx ,E yy ,E zz , ...) defined at the origin of the local frame fixed on the amide bond (Figure 1 , top) generated by the solvent and protein. These were calculated by force calculations of NMA in different geometries at the DFT (BPW91/6-31G(d,p) 32, 33 ) level for different electrostatic components 30 using a modified Gaussian 03 code. 30, 34 The fluctuating local Hamiltonian Ĥ local (t) can be constructed by combining eq 2 and the trajectory of C(t) obtained from a MD simulation of peptides.
Neighboring couplings are expanded to quartic order in a LAM The coefficients J (2) , J (3) , and J (4) depend on the Ramachandran angles ψ and φ between sites n and m. They were obtained for optimized geometries of glycine dipeptide (GLDP) (Figure 1 ) on a 30°grid of ψ and φ varied between -180 and +180°. The geometry optimzations did not converge at (φ,ψ) ) (0,0), (-30,0), or (30,0) since these conformations are highly unstable due to the steric hindrance; these geometries, which are hardly accessible at room temperarture, were ignored. All bond lengths and torsional and dihedral angles of all atoms which belong to 
two amide bonds (2 pairs of H,N,C,O atoms) were constrained to have the same values as those in the optimized NMA geometry. We first constructed two sets of localized amide modes of GLDP. The four local amide III, II, I, and A modes of one amide unit vibration are orthogonal to those of the other unit. The localized amide modes are obtained by diagonalizing the force constants of NMA with infinite masses for all atoms in the two methyl groups. All calculations were performed at the DFT (BPW91/6-31G(d,p)) level using the Gaussian 03 package. 34 The localized amide mode frequencies are given in Table 1 . The local amide A normal-mode frequency is virtually identical to that of NMA (<0.1 cm -1 ) since this mode is almost purely N-H stretch and does not involve the methyl groups. The local amide I is also close to the NMA amide I frequency (<10 cm -1 ). The other bending vibrations (amide II and III) show larger deviations (<30 cm -1 ) due to the contribution of methyl vibrations. The potential of GLDP is expanded to fourth order in the eight LAM q's.
Through-space electrostatic interaction is assumed for couplings between non-neighboring peptide units. We start with the multipole expansion of the electrostatic energy where δQ lm,κm ≡ Q lm,κm -〈Q lm,κm 〉, and Q lm,κm are the regular spherical harmonics operators of the charge density at site m, given by linear combinations of molecular multipole moments (see Table E .1 of ref 35) . T l 1 κ 1 ,l 2 κ 2 mn are the interaction functions given in Appendix F of ref 35 , which depend on the relative positions of the two peptide units. The lowest three (l ) 1, 2, and 3) regular spherical harmonics are defined with the local axis system on each amide unit and have 3, 5, and 7 terms. The three l ) 1 terms (Q 10 , Q 11c , and Q 11s ) represent the µ z , µ x , and µ y components of the molecular dipole moment, respectively.
In the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the multipoles depend parametrically on the LAMs. By taking the first order of the multipoles in local amide mode q i , the coupling Hamiltonian becomes bilinear in the two local amide modes (see Appendix) (
where The multipole expansion of the charge density couplings (eqs A4 and A5) gives an analytic expression for the potential, 36 which depends on the molecular orientations with respect to a general coordinate frame. Accuracy can be improved by including higher multipoles, as needed. Calculating the non-neighboring coupling (eqs 5 and 6) requires the first derivatives of the dipole, quadrupole, and octapole moments of NMA with respect to five normal coordinates (Table 1 of ref 30 ). These were calculated numerically at the same DFT level and in the same coordinate system (Figure 1 ) as the local vibrational Hamiltonian. They were converted to derivatives of regular spherical harmonics and reported in Table 2 . The magnitude of the calculated dipole derivative |∂µ/∂Q| for the amide I normal mode is 1.38 in atomic units or 2.18 D Å -1 u -1 , compared to 2.73 D Å -1 u -1 obtained by Torii and Tasumi. 15 The interaction functions for the dipole-dipole couplings form a 3 × 3 matrix 35 where R, ) x, y, z, and R mn is the distance between the two units. We took the origin at the middle point of the amide hydrogen and oxygen (same as that in the origin of the electrostatic potential expansion in EDM 30 ). The r R m is the product of the rotation matrix defining the local axis system of the m's unit and the unit vector in the direction from m to n, and c R is the product of the two rotation matrices for m and n.
The interaction functions for the higher order terms are similarly given in terms of the distance, unit vectors in the direction from m to n, and the two rotation matrices defining the local axis systems (see Table F .1 of ref 35) . Interaction functions for the dipole-quadrupole, quadrupole-quadrupole, and dipole-octapole interactions form 3 × 5, 5 × 5, and 3 × 7 matrices and yield a R mn -4 , R mn -5 , and R mn -5 , respectively. The interaction functions only depend on the relative positions and orientations of the two peptide units; therefore, they need to be evaluated only once. We have truncated the expansion (eq 6) at rank
(quadrupole-dipole), and R mn -5 (quadrupole-quadrupole,) contributions to the potential. The higher multipoles are required when the two peptide units are close.
The coupling with the radiation field is where µ m and m m are the electric and magnetic dipole moments, Φ m is the electric quadrupole moment, r m is the position of the local amide frame origin at site m, and ω, k, and A are the frequency, wave vector, and vector potential of the radiation field. ).
Derivatives of magnetic moments with respect to the LAM depend on the two Ramachandran angles ψ and φ of the unit peptide (Figure 1, bottom) . The unit peptide has a similar structure to NMA (one amide bond) but is chiral since two hydrogens connected to the R carbon are substituted by methyl and NH 2 groups and two hydrogens in the other methyl group are replaced by two methyl groups (one is deuterated). Geometry optimization and normal-mode calculations were carried out on a 30°grid for ψ and φ. Magnetic moment derivatives were calculated based on the atomic axial tensor and the normal mode of each vibration. 37 
III. Peptide Exciton Hamiltonian in the Local eigenstate Basis
The local effective vibrational Hamiltonian (eq 2) of NMA was diagonalized to yield 14 eigenstates (ground state, 4 amide fundamentals (III, II, I, and A), first overtones of amide III, II, and I, and the combination states of amide III, II, and I) in the presence of a different electric field and its derivatives C. The eigenfrequencies and transition dipole moments are reported as functions of C in ref 30 . We employed these local amide states (LAS) as a basis set for the peptide Hamiltonian.
The local vibrational eigenstates of the mth site (LAS) will be denoted as |0〉, |ma〉 (a runs over the 13 vibrational excited eigenstates excluding the ground state). We define the exciton creation and annihilation operators for LAS as B ma ≡ |ma〉〈0| and B ma † ≡ |0〉〈ma|. They satisfy the Pauli commutation relations The local vibrational Hamiltonian is then written as
The frequencies ω ma of the 13 LAS, which depend on the electric field and its derivatives in the vicinity of the local amide bond (electrostatic DFT map), were reported earlier. 30 The solvent peak shifts and bandwidths of linear infrared spectra of [
NMA calculated by combining the electrostatic DFT map and the trajectory of electrostatic components C generated by a MD simulation reproduced the experimental values.
To calculate neighboring couplings in the eigenstate basis, the Hamiltonian (eq 3) is expanded in a harmonic basis set |N 11 , . Contour plots of the couplings between the same amide state in neighboring units (H II ) na,n+1a with respect to φ and ψ are shown in Figure 2 . The amide I-amide I coupling has two regions, an antidiagonal negative region through (ψ,φ) ) (0,0) and an antidiagonal positive region through (ψ,φ) ) (-180,0). These agree with the earlier study, 15 but the relative amplitude of the negative region is larger in our study. This can be ascribed to two differences in the calculations. First, our study was performed with higher level basis sets (BPW91/6-31+G(d,p) compared to RHF/6-31+G(d,p))), and second, our calculation includes anharmonicities instead of calculating bilinear couplings of amide I normal modes. The amide I couplings have a maximum value of 18 cm -1 around (ψ,φ) ) (30,120), which can be rationalized by the parallel configuration of two amide I vibrations. Amide III-III and II-II couplings are in the ranges of -23 to 6 and -18 to 4 cm -1 , respectively. Amide II couplings have minimum values around (ψ,φ) ) (150,30), where the two N-H bonds are parallel. The transition dipoles of two local amide III modes are perpendicular to the N-H bonds and are in head-to-tail configuration, resulting in the largest negative value. The amide A-A couplings have negative values along the antidiagonal line φ ) ψ similar to those of amide I-I couplings, where two N-H bonds are antiparallel. Amide A couplings are smaller than the coupling with the other three modes (<1 cm -1 ) since this vibration is localized on the N-H bond 30 and has a smaller transition dipole moment (Table 3) . Contour plots of couplings between different amide modes in neighboring units (H II ) na,n+1b with respect to φ and ψ are shown in Figure 3 . The intermode couplings, 10-50 cm -1 , are comparable to the intramode couplings. The amide III-I and amide II-I have the strongest couplings around (φ,ψ) ) (180,-180), where the two amide bonds are in-plane and the two transition dipole moments are parallel.
The through-space couplings between non-neighboring amide bonds Ĥ II (eq 5) (see Appendix) are expanded as 36, [39] [40] [41] where Figure 6 . The rotational strength (eq 18) (in esu 2 cm 2 × 10 -44 ) of the amide III, II, I, and A modes shown versus the Ramachandran angles. Figure 7 . Structure of the NMA dimer used to calculate the variation of the electrostatic couplings between amide modes with the hydrogen bond length R defined by the distance between oxygen and hydrogen. 
and A10). Expanding them in multipoles gives
where Q l 1 ,κ 1 ab are the regular spherical harmonics components of the transition charge density calculated from eq A13.
Spherical harmonics components of the transition charge densities were calculated for all 105 transitions between our 14 states; 19 optically allowed transitions (4 from ground state to fundamental states, 3 from fundamentals to first overtones, and 12 from fundamental to combination states) have transition spherical harmonics larger than 0.001 au and are reported in Table 3 . Other transitions were neglected.
In order to investigate the multipole contributions to the electrostatic interactions, the couplings between the amide III, II, I, and A modes of two NMA molecules ( Figure 7 ) K′ 12,aa were calculated with different hydrogen bond lengths. Calculations were done in two ways, using the dipole-dipole approximation and including dipole-dipole, quadrupole-dipole, quadrupole-quadrupole, and dipole-octapole interactions (Figure 8) . The dipole-dipole contribution dominates the amide I coupling. The higher order multipole interactions are more significant for amide II, III, and A couplings.
The coupling with the radiation field in the eigenstate local basis is where µ ma and m ma are the transition electric and magnetic dipole moments, Φ ma is the transition electric quadrupole moment, and r m is the position of the amide units (the middle point of the amide hydrogen and oxygen).
Contour plots of the calculated transition magnetic moments for amide III, II, I, and A fundamentals with respect to ψ and φ are shown in Figure 4 . The transition magnetic moments for amide I have larger values when ψ ) -60 and 120°and φ ) -120 and 60°. Amide III and A transition magnetic moments become larger as φ is close to 0°due to stronger coupling between the amide N-H and NH 2 group. The amide II transition magnetic moment is large when ψ is close to -120°and φ is close to 30°. Contour plots of angles between magnetic moment derivatives and electronic dipole moment derivatives for amide III, II, I, and A fundamentals with respect to ψ and φ are shown in Figure 5 . The transition magnetic and electric moments are close to perpendicular for the amide I and II fundamentals. The angles for amide III and A vary significantly (amide III: 47-141°, amide A: 57-140°) with ψ and φ. The rotational strength R i of the fundamental transition in the ith normal mode is given by 37 where P i λ and M i λ are the atomic polar tensors and atomic axial tensors, and S λR,i is defined as Figure 8 . Dependence of the electrostatic couplings K′ 12,aa (eq 14) between the amide III, II, I, and A modes of two NMA molecules on hydrogen bond length (R in Figure 7 ). Red: dipole-dipole interactions; blue: dipole-dipole, dipole-quadrupole, quadrupole-quadrupole, and dipoleoctapole interactions.
where X λR,i is the Cartesian displacement of the nucleus λ and Q i is the normal coordinate. The rotational strengths of amide fundamentals are plotted in Figure 6 . The dependence of amide I rotational strength on ψ and φ is in good agreement with an earlier study. 42 Due to the large variations of magnetic moment amplitudes and their angles with transition moments, the rotational strengths vary strongly and differently for each amide fundamental with ψ and φ. The rotational strengths are responsible for the vibrational CD spectra, and their strong dependence on Ramachandran angles suggests that vibrational CD signals should be very sensitive to the peptide secondary structures.
IV. Linear Absorption and Vibrational CD
We have applied our effective Hamiltonian to SPE 3 , a 24 residue peptide (YGSPEAAA(KAAAA) 3 r; r represent D-Arg) known to have R-helical structure. 43 The fluctuating Hamiltonian is constructed for 100 snapshots obtained from a 2 ns MD trajectory generated earlier. 44 Figure 9 shows the 3D structure of SPE 3 from one MD snapshot and the distribution of Ramachandran angles. The Ramachandran angles are distributed around (φ,ψ) ) (-70,-55) (in degrees), corresponding to a right-handed R-helix, except for one amide bond connected to the terminal residue, which is distributed more uniformly. The 3D structure and the Ramachandran distribution confirms that SPE 3 is conformationally stable in R-helical structure, with a terminal residue rotating freely. Couplings of the amide I, II, III, and A fundamentals between different amide units are shown in Figure 10 . Neighboring couplings are the largest. Nonneighboring amide III couplings are negligible. Amide I fundamentals have positive couplings over all regions, which can be attributed to the parallel configurations of transition dipoles. Due to the helical structure, the amide I dipoles of peptides i and i + 3 have a head-to-tail configuration and thus have negative couplings (R-helices have 3.6 residues per turn). The amide II and III fundamental couplings are negative due to their head-to-tail configuration. The amide II couplings between units i and i + 4 are positive. Amide A couplings are much weaker (<1 cm -1 ) than the other fundamentals since this mode has smaller transition dipoles and quadrupoles. Amide A vibrations are thus highly localized on each peptide unit.
The coefficients of each amide local mode to the 24 eigenstates of each amide III, II, I, and A fundamental in one MD snapshot are plotted in Figure 12 . The amide II states are delocalized over almost the entire peptide chain. The amide III states are delocalized over neighboring amide bonds, but the amide I wave functions are delocalized along the helical axis (units i and i + 3).
The coherence length L ν for eigenstates ν was calculated using the participation ratio (PR) [45] [46] [47] where C ν,ma is the expansion coefficient of the ν eigenvector on LAS's a at peptide unit m. The distributions of the PR binned over frequencies of the eigenstates in four amide fundamental regions are shown in Figure 14 . In the amide I region, the lower 
frequency eigenstates (∼1600 cm -1 ) are almost localized on one amide bond (PR = 1); the eigenstates in higher frequencies are delocalized. In the amide III region, the higher frequency eigenstates (∼1300 cm -1 ) are localized. In the amide II region, there are two or three peaks in the PR distribution over all frequency ranges, which indicates the coexistence of multiple different delocalization states. Histograms of the average and standard deviation of the PR versus the frequency are calculated over 24 eigenstates assigned to each of 4 amide fundamentals and 100 MD snapshots over 2 ns (Figure 13 ). The amide II fundamentals are most delocalized, with L ν ) 2.3, due to the larger neighboring couplings and transition moments and the smaller diagonal frequency fluctuations. The amide III and I fundamentals are also delocalized over 1.6 and 1.8 amide bonds. The amide A modes are highly localized due to the small transition moment and large diagonal frequency fluctuations. Further exciton delocalization can be visualized by the following matrix 45 where na,mb d ≡ 1/3µ na ‚µ mb , and 〈...〉 denotes an ensemble average. This is displayed for different frequency bins (∫ ω 0 ω 1 dω R nm d (ω)) in the amide III, II, I, and A region in Figures 15, 16 , 17, and 18. Delocalization along the diagonal (antidiagonal) axis represents the distribution of the exciton position (coherence) in real space. Excitons are more delocalized along the diagonal axis in the central frequency of each peak. They are more localized around the edges of the helix in the frequency bins of amide band tails. The amide III, II, and I excitons are delocalized significantly along the antidiagonal direction. Amide A excitons are localized on the diagonal axis. Exciton delocalization of amide III, II, and I bands significantly depend on the frequency bins. In R-helical peptides, the backbone is always close to being perpendicular to the helical axis, making a spiral. For the amide I lower frequency region (1664 cm -1 ), the coherences are strong between units i and i + 1, reflecting the strong positive amide I couplings between the neighboring units. In the amide I higher frequency region (1712 cm -1 ), the coherence is strong between units i and i + 3, which are not directly covalently linked but have negative amide I couplings through hydrogen bonding along the helical axis. These suggests that the lower frequency amide I eigenstates are delocalized along the peptide chain, and the higher frequency states are delocalized along the helical axis.
Amide II excitons in the 1520 cm -1 region have coherence between the neighboring peptide units and also along the helical axis but have significant coherence between i and i + 2 around 1544 cm -1 .
The infrared absorption and vibrational CD (VCD) spectra in the amide I and II region are shown in Figure 19 and compared with experiment on a typical R-helix. 48 In eq 17, there are three interaction terms caused by the transition electric and magnetic moments and transition quadrupole moments. By symmetry, the quadrupole moment does not contribute to linear VCD spectra, which are determined by the transition electric and magnetic dipole moments. Calculations are performed with and without the transition magnetic moment (-ik × m ma ) in eq 17. Experimental CD band shapes in amide I are dispersive, and in II region, they are absorptive. The magnetic dipole is 
required to reproduce the absorptive band shape. Including the transition magnetic moment greatly improves agreement with experiment in the amide II region.
The infrared absorption and vibrational CD spectra in the amide III and A regions are displayed in Figure 20 . The magnetic contribution of the peptide fragment to the amide III VCD peak is very weak, but it is significant in amide A, which does not have a simple dispersed line shape, but a more complicated profile.
The infrared absorption spectra are calculated with and without the couplings between different amide states in two neighboring peptide units (Figure 21 ). Intermode couplings between the neighboring units red shifted the amide I band by 10 cm -1 .
V. Discussion
Using the LAS, Coulombic interactions can be expressed exactly using up to quartic (fourth) order expansion in the creation and annihilation operators. 39 LAM expansions require higher order terms, which increases computational cost. Assuming through-space (Coulombic) interaction, transition charge density couplings (TCC) are expressed exactly up to fourth order in Pauli creation and annihilation operator of the LAS and can be exactly reproduced by the TMC expansion. TMC has a lower computational cost than the induced partial charge coupling model. 17 In the latter, the accuracy is determined by the number of point charges n, and the number of required calculations of distances between charges scales as n 2 . The TMC approach requires only a single calculation of distance for each pair of amide bonds. The TMC accuracy can be improved systematically by adding higher multipoles. There is no systematic way to determine the positions of point charges and improve the accuracy.
We have developed an effective vibrational Hamiltonian for the amide modes of peptides, including all amide modes. In previous studies, we constructed an electrostatic DFT map (EDM) for diagonal frequency fluctuations of local amide states (LAS), which includes four amide fundamentals, four overtones, and six combination states. Anharmonicity fluctuations are automatically built in. The LAS were calculated by diagonalizing the anharmonic vibrational Hamiltonian in the presence of an external nonuniform electric field. The calculation includes the change of the amide normal modes and the electron polarization in response to the external electric multipole field generated by solvent and other parts of the peptide. The EDM does not depend on a specific solvent and is transferable to any solvent. It is also straightforward to construct the map of deuterated NMA. The couplings between the neighboring amide units are calculated as functions of Ramachandran angles by ab initio calculation of glycine dipeptide (GLDP) at the same level as EDM. The transition multipole couplings (TMC) mechanism, including dipole-dipole, dipole-quadrupole, quadrupolequadrupole, and dipole-octapole couplings, between LAS is employed for non-neighboring amide units. The couplings between two NMA molecules were calculated by employing transition dipole couplings (TDC) and TMC; higher multipole contributions were found to be significant for amide modes II, III, and A.
The effective vibrational Hamiltonian was applied to the R-helical peptide SPE 3 . We have estimated the coherence length of the amide exciton states by using the participation ratio (PR) and found that the amide II states are most delocalized (PR ) 2.35) and amide A is highly localized (PR ) 1.01). Contour plots of the exciton coherence in different frequency bins of each amide fundamental show the distribution of excitons and their coherence in real space. These strongly vary within each amide band. The amide I excitons have a large negative coherence between neighboring peptide units (i and i + 1) at lower frequency and a larger negative coherence along the helical axis (i and i + 3). This can be rationalized by the strong couplings of the parallel and head-to-tail configurations of transition dipoles, respectively. The negative coherence between the neighboring amide units in the low-frequency region of amide I is consistent with an earlier normal-mode study. 14 That analysis of the R-helical peptide labeled with C 13 in two neighboring amide sites shows that the higher (lower) frequency mode is the out-of-phase (in-phase) linear combination of two localized amide I modes. This corresponds to the positive amide I coupling between the neighboring amide units and the stabilizing energy of two modes vibrating out-of-phase, which is consistent with our study. This is due to the fact that the two neighboring amide I vibrations are parallel.
The amide II excitons have stronger coherence between units i and i + 2, particularly in the higher frequency region. This can be rationalized since the amide II transition dipole moment lies in the amide plane and is almost parallel to the peptide backbone. The i and i + 1 dipoles are almost perpendicular (weak couplings), and i and i + 2 become antiparallel (strong negative couplings). The frequency dependence of the exciton coherence is different in various amide bands.
The linear infrared and vibrational CD spectra are calculated for all amide modes, and amide I and II band shapes are in good agreement with experiment. In our earlier study, we showed that the amide II and III vibrations are sensitive to a global electrostatic environment around the amide bond due to their delocalization. Consequently, their frequency fluctuations cannot be parametrized by the electrostatic potential at the four atom (C, O, N, and H) positions of the amide bond; 30 it can be difficult to apply earlier theoretical models 17, 19 to these bands. Amides II, III, and A provide promising sensitive probes for the peptide structures, which can be exploited by the recent progress in nonlinear vibrational spectroscopy.
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Appendix: Through-Space Coupling
In the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the charge density 
and n do no overlap, the intercouplings are through-space (electrostatic)
where the integration domains of r and r′ are localized in the vicinity of sites m and n, respectively. We shall expand the charge density δF m (r;q i ) to first order in q i
This gives where
The charge density change at site m can be expanded as where δF m ab ) 〈ma|δF|mb〉. Using these operators, we can write all operators in the vibrational space Substituting these into eq A6, we note that the exact charge density change expanded in the operators B ma and B ma † only contains terms up to quadratic order By substituting δF in eq A5 with eq A7 and since δF m 00 ) 0 by definition, we obtain eqs 11, 12, and 13, where
The LAM operator at site m can also be expanded as where q mi ab ) 〈ma|q mi |mb〉. 
